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Building the perfect home gym starts with
finding a pleasing place to put it
“ from page.1

at home, is to exercise in ways that actually mirror real life
movements. Many old-fashioned strength moves aren’t actually
applicable to how your muscles move on a daily basis, so
machines that make you work the muscles that you do use are
especially important.
“There’s a rise in sports like Crossfit,” says Manuel. “It’s
functional fitness.”
Crossfit is an exercise program where people do daily
workouts using jump ropes, dumbbells and their own body
weight, as well as other types of apparatus. Another popular
program right now is P90X, short for Power 90 Extreme. It
is an at-home regimen that lasts 90 days and includes yoga,
martial arts, aerobic exercise and weight training. Manuel says
he’s seen many people purchase the program lately, because it
doesn’t need to be done at a gym and uses minimal equipment.
“There’s a convenience factor there,” he says.
When you picture weight training, you probably think of a
full set of free weights and a bench, with muscle men grunting
and straining to finish that last repetition. However, that’s
not all that’s available anymore. New innovations in strength
training include weighted kettlebells, Steelbells, which are
made of neoprene and filled with steel shot, weighted body
bars, and weighted ropes and chains (perhaps not something
to do if you live in an apartment). As always, there are still the
classic barbells and dumbbells, but now they can be brightly
coloured and wrapped in neoprene to lessen the chance of
calluses.
When it comes to where to put your home gym, Manuel says
it’s important to put it in a place that you actually want to visit.
“If it’s not a space that you enjoy, it will become a reason not
to exercise,” he says, adding that many people put their gym in
a spare bedroom or garage because they’re easy places to put
equipment.
“If you don’t make it easy, you won’t do it,” he says.
While some people can run on a treadmill for hours without
getting bored, others need something to distract them.
Installing a television or grabbing your iPod might help you
forget that you’re burning calories.
“I believe in being productive,” Manuel says. “Some people
can read a book or a magazine while exercising. I can’t!”
A common misconception that many people have is that you
need a large space to exercise in, but Manuel says that’s untrue.
“You can do incredible things in tight spaces. ... I can give
people a workout with just a medicine ball.”
When deciding on what kind of equipment to buy, it’s best to
consult a professional for some tips.
“It’s really specific to the goals of the individual,” Manuel
says. “What are you trying to accomplish?”
And lest you worry about getting bored with your routine
and therefore stopping before you see results, Manuel says that
shouldn’t be a problem.
“There are lots of tools readily available,” he says. “You’re not
doing the same thing every day. There is a lot more variety.”
If you’re feeling a little bit tender after a workout, you don’t
have to suffer. While it’s completely normal to feel a bit of
soreness when you’re doing a new routine, don’t push yourself
into an injury.
“You have to go by how you feel,” Manuel says.
Fitness and sports stores carry several pieces of equipment
that can be used to untie some of your knots, from foam rollers
to the plain old tennis ball.
However, it is always recommended to consult your doctor
before starting on any fitness regimen, especially if you haven’t
worked out in a long time or if you have any injuries or health
problems.

Dai Manuel, chief operating officer of Fitness Town, recommends people looking to build their own home gym invest in one piece of
resistance equipment and one piece of cardio equipment as a starting point. Resistance equipment includes functional trainers, below
right, and kettlebells, below left. Cardio equipment include treadmills, bottom, or elliptical trainers.
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